MUSTANG
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The Stephens Mustang is a lighter version of the much heavier Stephens Eagle plant. The Stephens Mustang normally only requires two axles for transportation. A Central Dust Collector can be optional if a 3rd axle is added.

To keep the plant’s weight legal for two axles, many of the plant’s standard features can NOT be changed.
NO TOP HATS, NO LARGER BINS,
NO LARGER TRANSFER OR SCREW CONVEYORS.
MAXIMUM 150 YARDS PER HOUR.
FOR HEAVIER, BIGGER OR FASTER PLANT PLEASE CONSIDER THE STEPHENS EAGLE PLANT.

STANDARD:

400 BBL in truss silo
Two (2) 10” Spline Drive screws
30” Transfer Conveyor
70 ton, 3 or 4 compartment aggregate bins
14’ Travel height
Designed for seismic zone 2
12yd Aggregate Batcher
14yd Cement Batcher
3” water meter
10hp 120 gallon air compressor (15hp, 240 gallon optional)